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This is the second part of our exposition of the quantization 
scheme for N=2 matter and bBl theories in harmonic superspace. In 
"Green functions" we gave the Green functions for those theories. 
Here we spell out the Feynman rules and show a number of examples 
of their application. Section I is devoted to the matter hypermulti-
plets. In particular» the most general self-couplings of the hyper-
multlplets are given, including those with broken rigid SU(2) Inva
riance. Also, the duality relation between the hypermultlplet and the 
M-2 linear multlplet la discussed *'. Section II deals with N«2 SIM. 
We explain how to expand the action in terms of the prepotentials In 
order to find the infinite set of vertloes in this non-polynomial 
theory. The vertices are rather simple, with no derivatives at all. 
Section III contains many examples of supergrapb calculations. They 
illustrate some important points like how to deal with harmonic 
distributions and why they do not lead to new divergences, what is 
the meaning of the nonlocality in the harmonic coordinates and how 
it disappears In the final results. Here we also present a very simp
le proof of the finiteness of a olass of nonlinear N»4 G -models 
in two dimensions. The Appendix oontains a discussion of the duality 
between the two forms of the hypernultiplet. 

All the references to formulas from Part I are given by a couple 
of Raman and Arabic numerals, e.g.» ( Ш . 1 5 ) . The formulas In Part II 
are marked by Arabic numerals only, e.g., (15). 

I. Hypermultiplets. General couplings and Feynman rules 

The kinetic part of the action for % and CO hypermultiplets 
and the corresponding Green functions were considered in . Here 
we shall start with a dlsouaslon of their Interactions. 

Consider first a hypermultiplet %*% in a certain representa
tion of a gauge group (index S ). It may interact with the SIH 
euperfleld Vo_*and with Itself, e.g., 

'"Sec.I contains our answers to some comments on harmonic super-
/2/ space recently made In 



14. 
Here L are the generators of the representation of the 331 group. 
It Is геаагкаЫе that this representation may be oomplez. This possi
bility leads to an extension of the class of finite models, as discus-/3/ sed In . If the representation Is real, one can also add self-
couplings of the type 

ni-^c. л vcv) s-> ь.с. 
The авоте self-oouplings of 4 are the most general ones If 

the rigid SU(2) inrariance of the theory ie to be preserved. If one 
abandons this lnvarlance (but never the B(l) lnvarlancel), a muoh 
larger class of self-Interactions Is allowed» e.g., 

+ 3̂ c vv "zuiyx tr)Xv)2], 
etc. Here U i 2 are components of the SU(2) isospinor M-j 
(SV(z) Is broken), |* and Э£ are coupling constants of dimension 
-2, \and 4 are arbitrary functions. 

JText we oonslder the Oi hypermultiplet. It is most natural to 
assign 60 to a real representation of the Bl group- ( CO Is a real 
analytio superfleld), e.g.,to the adjoint representation. Then the 
coupling of CO to the N*-<: Ь Ш has the form 

In oontrast to the *J, hypermultiplet, putting dO in a complex 
representation would mean doubling the number of physical fields. 

Concerning the self-Interactions of CO f In we have 
shown that they are possible only for several (not Just one) £t) S . 
Once again, this is so under the condition of preservation of the 
rigid SU(2) invarlance. If the latter is broken, even a single Cj 
can self-interact, e.g.. 

S - \*ЪыЧи[со QTfc*- \C*cS) («l"tf ( 4 ) 

In the above oontext we would like to comment on a claim recent
ly made In . The claim was that Я and CO have very restricted 
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/5/ self-Interactions, whereas the linear H»2 multiplet allows more 
general ones. First of all, the class of self-couplings of the linear 
multiplet considered in corresponds to broken SU(2) lnvariance, 
and we saw above that in such a case the self-interactions of both <̂ / 
and (X) are most general. Second, the N»2 linear multiplet is 
nothing but the dual to the CO hypermultiplet. Indeed, the N»2 
linear multiplet can be described by a real analytic superfield /T r 

constrained by the equation 

Э + т л + ' « о- ( 5 ) 

It is the K»2 generalization of the K»l linear multiplet Li 
( D * A ^ Wit - O ) and of the Я-0 notoph L „ ( Э * 1 Z, „, = ())• 
The kinetic action for if* is 

$-9 •^ x uLr%" 
and the Green function is -=-j~|(?i2) (see (IV.26) ). It should be 
stressed that if the SU(2) lnvarlance is preserved L?r cannot 
self-interact at all. The CO multiplet which is dual to £J* is 
introduced as a Lagrange multiplier for the constraint (?)* 

+•+-Varying (o) with respect to L gives an expression of L + in 
terms of 00 and putting it back in (б) produces the aotion for 
CO . So, the self-interactions of L are equivalent to the self-
-interaotions of CO • This situation is analogous to the ease of 
H«l (N«0) where the linear oultiplet (notoph) la dual to ohiral 
one (scalar field). At the sane time the M«2 linear multiplet L 
cannot be coupled to the N»2 SHJ (in contrast with hypermultlplets). 
So the coupling of IS* are of less generality than those of CiJ 
and CI* 

/2/ A final comment on ref. ooncerns the truncation of the 
off-shell Ci) hypermultiplet to the relaxed hypermultiplet ot ret 
In we showed that the latter is obtained by constraining 6J , 

In a "solution" of this constraint was proposed, 

со - СЮ" [ СъУГ&У CD")2 r&j] ( 7 ) 

whioh was claimed to trivialize the action for CO . In fact, eq. 
(?) does not make sense since the l.h.s. has U(I) charge 0, and the 

/6/ 
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r.h.s. +2. Then it Is obvious that Inserting (7) into the action 
for CO makes the harmonic Integral vanish (recall (II.9) ). '-this 
emphasizes once again how important is to keep the balanoe of U(l) 
charges in any harmonio calculation. 

Before proceeding to the Feynman rules we recall here the action 
for the Faddeev-Popov ghosts because it resembles (?)•' 

&P- W~^ Лъ[ТЪ\Ъ% W)V]. ( 8 ) 

Now we give a list of Feynman rules for the N=2 matter theories. 
The rules will be formulated in momentum spaoe, i.e., after Fouriej 
transforming the x-dependecce of the analytic superfields Cp ( ? (а^ц) Ч) . 

i z pz will)* y J ь 

The &) propagator ^ ('Oa (1) 6 J ^ ( 2 ) / 
is (see (III.14) ) 

4 P i 

O) 

(10) 

The ghost propagator \ f̂ .(i) R С?У h a s a s i m l l a 1 ' form 

The vertices can be read off from (l), (з) and (8) (we consider 
only the case with unbroken SU(2) Invariants). The vertex ~Ч Д/ Q 

-» ' >. * 

The vertex (%.) \J\) is 

t 



^s£^ws(p,*pa-p,-e0. аз) 

The vertex £»_)VUJ i s 

Л, - Л & 
(14 ) 

^fblh-D7^M-?A). 
R,e P*.c 

см; 
The vertex [ V P Is 

-afc 

In (l4) and (l$) the subscripts (b) and (c) mean that the harmonic 
derivatives act on the corresponding lines. Finally) the vertex 
CoVVto l 3 

(15 ) 

^ 

bt 
0 U (и) 
В 4. -C^SCV^-li-L). 

ад 
At each rertex one integrates over all the Internal momenta , 

(with the measure (ZJ']~^ J(^b )• Besides, an integration уй*@*<ли 
(remaining from IАт£-<)Д.и i n t h e momentum representation) is 
also implied. Inspecting the propagators (9)-(ll) one can see that 
at each analytic vertex there are factors (T)*) coming from the 
propagators which oan always be used to restore the full Graasmann 
measure at the vertex. Shis important feature of the H«2 
supergraph technique will be illustrated in a number of examples in 
Sec. III. 
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3. bight-cone fteuge 

For the simplicity we work in the light-cone Gauge, 
since in this gauge the unphyeicsl modes and the Fodeev-
Popov ghosts do not arise. The second order terns of the 

Iiagrangian dj(a. .-W) have been calculated in this gauge 
/13/ by Randjbar-Daemi, Salem and Strathdee' •". Remember that 

in the seven sphere ^ , of the radius a 

Consider the four-dimensional Lagrangian 

In the notations of Jief.'1^/ w e have 

/ Х.ОГ 

L^z>* [» * -^ bl~<< 

(n.+6) + 41С-Л - «< 

eu 

(18) 

<19) 

(20) 



SUBJECT CATEGORIES 
OF THE JINR PUBLICATIONS 

Index Subject 

1. High energy experimental physics 
2. High energy theoretical physics 
3. Low energy experimental physics 
4. Low energy theoretical physics 
5. Mathematics 
6. Nuclear spectroscopy and radiochemistry 
7. Heavy ion physics 
8. Cryogenics 
9. Accelerators 
10. Automatization of data processing 
11. Computing mathematics and technique 
12. Chemistry 
13. Experimental techniques and methods 
14. Solid state physics. Liquids 
15. Experimental physics of nuclear reactions 

at low energies 
16. Health physics. Shieldings 
17. Theory of condenced matter 
18. Applied researches 
19. Biophysics 



яМ-ЪЬъ + яГЫ), (26) 

$№)*№^& + ъ*(*->0 
•к.». / (27) 

С*.) / (28) 
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The general rule for handling such expressions Is first to do all 
the Q integrations but one using the Grassmann functions frod 
the propagators. For this purpoee one has to resto e the full measu
res (/lgd,fflSez . This can be achieved by taking (Р^Лфг) V ° f f o n e 

of the propagators and using (III.?) (note that the other propagator 
and the external superfields are analytio, so £f , Z)^ do not act 
on them). Then one can apply the identity 

(that follows from (III. 2) and the algebra of %,••>. ) and do the 
Integral. The result is 

С*")* (25) J 
Ж 

In (<-J5) we observe an important phenomenon. Although in the 
initial expression (23) there seemed to be a produot of two singu
lar harmonic distributions, in the process cf doing the D^ilgebra 
one of them cancelled out. The distribution remaining In (25) does 
not lead to new, harmonic divergences. This can be most easily 
demonstrated If the external lines are put on-shell, i.e., <J J? » 
=0. In this oasa (see (II.3) and (II.5) ) 

and the 'Uz integral oan be computed (see (11.18) ) : 

--НМГрЮЬ+0-
9 



One sees that the harmonic nonlocallty present in (25) has disappeared 
and there are no harmonic divergences . Tfce momentum Integral 
diverges logarithmically. Its divergent part is local in x-space 
(and thus in superspaoe)s 

r^c.„\'j^Mf,ib-tyr= 

(see (III.12) ). Obviously, differs from the initial action (l) 
and the theory is nonrenormallaable (which is not surprising sinoe the 
coupling constant /i has dimension/*/7. 

It Is remarkable that In three-dimensional space-tine (d"0) the 
graph in i'ig. 1 Is convergent. Moreover, In d»2 we may easily prove 
that the theory of the self-interacting U fhypermultlplat is finite 
off-shell (the same applies to the <JJ hyperraultiplet, *s well аз to 
the more general couplings (2), («O ). Indeed, in d*2 iAj Л4 * , 
[_ <l'i 7, u)j - M', $ о L~f(P.b,U\J - M~2' i h e n-partlcle contribution to 
the effective action has the generic fomi 

The fact that the p) Integral has the full measure follows 
from the Feynman rules, as explained above. We see that the momentum 
Integral I(p) has dimension /̂ f and hence Is convergent. Note that 
on-shell the <// theory is equivalent to зоше class of nonllneat 
supersymmetrlc (5"-models / 4 ' ( N-2 in d-A, K-4 in d-2). The finl-
teness of some hyper-Kahler N«4 models in d"2 has been proved ID ' 
by completely different means. 

It should be pointed out that one may go even farther In (26) 
and compute the remaining XL integral. Indeed, the equation of motion 

D\*9,i-0 means <f ({>,&,U) - 'W*' j!, (p, V) « so (26) amounts to 
0'|Jj q • and the harmonlo dependenoe disappears. 

The proof of this nonrenormallzation theorem goes along /7/ the lines presented in . 
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So, we hare seen that on-shell the graph in *lg. 1 glvea .1 
contribution local In harmonic ярасе. -"his is so because t.h« infinite 
set of auxiliary fields are eliminated by the equation of motlэп. 
Off-ehell they contribute to the effective action and the latter re-
raains nonlocal in u-space. This nonlocal;ty is similar to the nonlo-
cality of the effective actio» in х-зраое. Nevertheless., it can be 
removed if one fixes the superlsospins of the external nuperflelds 
(just ая one can fix the momenta cf the external le^s) ( e.g.., 

Then one may «rite down 

f„:^l («V f ' r / , , ' J . / ;< ! , . . .....).X . 
So, <f, 1д''<.' У «i," l- • 1 can be preuentr.l as a total harmonic drrl-
vative £ ' ' • Integrating by parts and us In»: (11.16/ one obtains a 
harmonic 0 -function and may do one of the a integrals. The remai
ning expression is local In u-space because thr hannorlos In the 
numerator oomblne to fori an S'J(2) singlet (otherwise, the u ln'ef-
ral would vaulsh) and cancel out the denominator, до harmonic diver
gences ooour. Of course, the -emalniag u Integral Bay also ЬР compe
ted. 

As an exercise the reader can compute the graph In Fig.2 and 3how 
that on~ih»]l the '-ltravlolet divergent part vanish's. Another 
exercise Is tne graph In Fip.3 that describes the one-loop self-energy 
correction for Q coupled to M».? Sx«l. In the 9^U propagator (21) 
there are too few splnor derivatives (at least в arc required In a 
loop» see (27/ ) and the contribution of this graph vanishes. 

Jur second example is the one-loop corrictlon to the V** self-
ene.-gy In Я •г SXK. The relevant graphs are shown in Kigq.4 an: '/. 
The Yang-Hills contribution (Fig.4) is given by 

,(PI ы)\Чв-1)Г'''Ъ,№1(v») Щ)« 'K"0 
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Unlike the previous example (23) the Crassmaan measures are already 
complete. So, we may start doing the D-elgebra by taking the deriva
tives Dt(^z) oit the first ^Г-functloa and integrating by parts, 
'ftie result vanishes unless all of the ^(vi) hit the second (J*~-
functlon. Indeed, one may easily see that 

£\»-4)(Drf*(e->i):c, if »><8. С г 7 ) 

According to (24) we get a factor of (Ъ^Щ*) • Next we do the 
bui and Ъи^ integrals with the help of the harmonic funotions. 

The result is 

r/M--Qz f£t^L~ J'9 o(u< A </Ujotv, • 

Note the absence of coinciding harmonic singularities. Xo do the "Z^ 
and iv, integrals, we write down 

then integrate by parts and u-.e (II.IS). At the end wc pet (replacing 
lo, by 1Lt ) 

г Ум 9 г 1^Ы!я^9о1аЖ %-uf „ V ^9) 
r* =-*2 J 71ZFpr*-/>r W^Vaf)K(£)' 

The ghost contribution shown in Fig.5 is (a factor of -2 is due 
to the statistics and number of ghosts) 

*• & J(2rr)*p4k-f>) 
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/ X0 /» -i 
•The first step Is to restore the measures <ji try , IA Oj£ and do the 

02 integration. As a result» we get faW) which commutes with 
£)*\ С?* and cancels out one of the denominators completely and 

the other partially. Thus, the multiplication of coinciding singulari
ties Is onceagain avoided. The final result Is 

Putting together (28) and (29) we arrive at the total one-loop 
self-energy contribution 

r.-.Sjl ̂ ^к., л м o^p*» > 
(.recall (11.15) ). The logarithmically divergent part of Ig has the 
form of the linearized action (see (IV.16 ) ), as ie to be expected. 

The next example is the computation of the one-loop contribution 
of hypermultlplet matter to the V * self-energy (rig.6). For the 
hypermultlplet In the adjoint representation (any other real represen
tation is admissible) we find 

The two terms originate from the two possible positions of the harmo
nic derivatives at the vertices (recall (14) ), The computation goes 
along the same lines as in the case of the ghost contribution. The 
result just oanoels out [J (30), so the total SIM and matter one-
-loop contribution to Ш self-energy 18 zero . In particular, this 
means the absenoe of ultraviolet divergences at this level in this 
particular combination of M«2 SXM and hypermultlplet matter. 

Of course, above one can recognize the well-lcnown N-4 S7J1 theory 
written down in terms of N»2 superflelda. To see this explleltly, one 
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may check that the classical action о ~^>SYH + ^ю l s 

Invariant under the following N-4 supersymmetry transformations 

Another manifestation of the N«4. super symmetry ls the faot that the 
graph In Fig.3 with an Ш matter line vanishes, as can easily be 
seen. It ls Just the superpartner of the vanishing contribution to 
the » " self-energy considered above. 

The above cancellation of K»2 M M and matter contributions to 
the V** self-energy can be extended to the oase of fl+matter in so
me (in general» complex) representation R. The contribution of the 
graph In Fig. 6 with a «/loop ia 

where -£г ( ( R I R ) = Q ' O V (T(adjoint) - l). Comparing (30) with 
(3l) we вее that cancellation occurs provided T(R)-1, orif there are 
n hypermultiplets Cf In representation Rt , provided ^~~~f~(f? A-J_ 

At the end we shall show an example of a graph giving a nonva
nishing finite contribution (Fig.7). The evaluation ls straight
forward. First we restore the measures of 0 at all the vertices. 
The D-algebra ls trivial because only 8 D's are available. The result 
of the Q- integration and of half of the u Integrations ls 

On-shell the 1Аг Integral can be computed as explained in (26), and 
one finds 

times the momentum integral which is convergent. 
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F^P ?-k 

Fig.l. One-loop correction to 
the 4-polnt function for a 
self-Interacting 
q"* hypermultlplet. 

s—^ 
Flg,3. One-loop self-energy 
correction for qf coupled 
to N«2 sra. 

2 tc.a 

k-p 
Fig.5. The ghost contribution 
to the one-loop V м" self-energy. 

Fig.2. An example of 
two-loop supergraph. 

k,Q 9u 'jw k.a 

k-p 
Fl<?.4. The Xang-Mllls 
contribution to the one-loop 
V + + self-energy. 

k-p 
Fig.6. The hypermultlplet 
contribution to the one-loop 
V + + self-energy. 

1 4 P' 

Pig.7. A supergraph giving 
nonranlshlng finite oorrectlon. 
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Iv". Conclusion 
In the present paper (Parts I and П ) a manifestly N«2 super-

symmetric supergraph technique has been developed for the first time. 
This has become possible owing to the constructive application of the 
recently Introduced concept of harmonic superspace. Oils superspace is 
an adequate framework: for describing both the N=2 matter and gauge 
multlplets. A complete set of Feynmann rules has been presented. The 
examples given above show that handling these rules is not more 
difficult than in the case N'l. '-The crucial advantage is the preserva
tion of manifest N»2 supersymmetry at each step of the calculations. 

Previous experience, e.g.,with the quantized Kaluza-Klein 
theories, seemed to indicate that introducing additional bosonlo 
coordinates should lead to new divergences. This Is not the case with 
the harmonic coordinates, as we have show n In a number of examples 
above. Apparently, the reason is that the harmonic coordinates give 
r>se to Infinite towers of auxiliary or (and) gauge degrees of free
dom which do not propagate. On the contrary, in the Kaluza-Klein oon-
text the additional coordinates imply infinite sets of new propagating 
modes, i.e., the physical oontent of the theory is much larger than 
required. 

'•Che aotions for the various N»2 multiplets under consideration 
are given as integrals over either the analytic (matter ghosts) or 
chiral (SIM) subspaces of harmonic suporspace. Nevertheless, the in
vestigation of the Feynraan rules shows that the quantum corrections 
oan always be written as integrals with the full Gxassmann measure 

Л Q . The integrand is constructed of analytio superfields depen
ding on the same coordinate t? but on different harmonic coordina
tes (as well as different momenta). This harmonic nonlocality is 
natural, it resembles the nonlocality in x-space. Moreover, if one 
fixes the superisosplns of the external lines (e.g., by putting them 
on-ehell) all the harmonic Integrals can be computed by pimple al
gebraic manipulations and the dependence -n the harmonic coordinates 
disappears. 

The fact that the effective action is an integral of the type 
У') jlelds a significant improvement in the ultraviolet behaviour 
. Indeed, in H=2 theories with a dimenslonless coupling constant 

the maximal divergences are logarithmic, and graphs with external 
matter lines are even superfioially convergent, 'ibis situation will 
further improvp la the H»3 SYJI theory ' where the dimensionality 
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of the full measure automatically Implies the ultraviolflt 
finlteness. A generalization of the quantization technique developed 
here to the case N=3 will be reported elsewhere. 

Staying within the framework of the N=2 theories one can investi
gate the finiteness of N=2 SIM coupled to matter by employing the 
powerful background field method ' . I n our approach the splitting 
of the gauge superfield into quantum and background parts is as simple 
as in the ease K«0 due to the linear transformation law of the pre-
potential. "Hie generalization of this method to the case M»2 will 
soon be reported. It will help to study the mechanisms for soft 
breaking of super symmetry and rifild SUV.2) -symmetry. 

One of the most intriguing problems ahead in the quantization of 
N»2 Einstein supergravlty. In we found the relevant prepotentials 
and their gauge group. 'I'he action for this theory is given as an 
Integral over the chiral N=2 superspace Just as the N»2 SIM action. 
Above we have seen that the latter can be rewritten as an analytic 
integral if the integrand 1з expanded In terms of the analytic pre-
potentlals by means of subsequent variations of the action, "e be
lieve that the same method will help to develop suitable perturbation 
expansion technique for M»2 supergravity too. 

Acknowledgements. Authors are indebted to b.Kalltaln and B.Zupnik 
for comments and collaboration at early stage of the work and to 
R.E.Kallosh, E.Nisslmov, S.Pacheva, D. V.Shirkov, O.V.Tarasov for 
useful discussions. 

Appendix: On the duality between 0 + and CU hypermultiplets 

Here we shall show that aiy self-interaction of О hypermultlpleta 
of the type (2) admits a dual form in terns of CU njrpermultlplets. 
First we shall find the duality transformation for a pair of fl "*'-
multiplets and then apply It for a single ^-multlplet. 

Consider two hypermultiplets Q, +• i» 1,2 in the fundamental 
representation of an extra (gauge) group SU»(2) (not to be oonfused 
with the proper SU(2) symmetry of the hypermultiplet). One can write 
down the following invariant Lagranglan 
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Using the fact that ll^ form a complete set in the two-dimensional 
doublet space one may decompose QL Q*'- as follows 

•00 are analytic (but not necessarily real) superfields. 
Substituting (A.2) into (A.I) one obtains (up to total harmonic 

Clearly, 4- does not propagate and can be eliminated with the 
help of the equations of motion. *fter that the Lagranglan (A.3) is 
expressed only in terms of LAJ, (JU , v 

(A. 4) 

This Lagrangian has an automorphism group Ы7^(2) whloh is the diago
nal subgroup in the direct product *".(2) x SU(2). Transformations 

/ О 
from the ooset SU (2) x SU(2)/SU.(2) are realized Implicitly in 
CA.4). * ' A 

Now we may apply the above trick to thg case of a single hyper-
multlplet. To this end we rewrite Of and 0> as a "doublet" О + • 
subject to the reality condition 

The kinetic tern is inrarlant under the extra SU(2) realized on 
the indices i,js 

(again, this equality holds up to total harmonic derivatives). 
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However, this invariance i s not preserved in the Interaction, which i s 
not essential. 

The doublet (A. 5) oan be decomposed as in (A.2). The reality 
oondition (A. 5) means 

*. f(2) p(£) 
UJ^LV ; f ~j • 

Now one oan insert (A, 5) into the general self-interaction Lagran-
glan (2) for 0 + . Once again I '*) obeys an algebraic equation of 
motion 

solring which one arrives at the № -representation of the Q 
legrangian (2). 

At the quantum level the Q^-Ш duality manifests Itself as a 
relation between the b~> and 0+ propagators. For instance, for the 
case (A.2) one has 

£ MWJ V' f t -oj^ 
which coincides with 0.0). 
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Гальперин А. и др. Е2-85-128 
Гармонические суперграфики. Правила Фейнмана и примеры 

Эта статья завершает описание процедуры квантования в гармоническом 
суперпространстве. Выведены прачила Фейнмана для теорий N-2 материи и 
Янга-Ниллса и даны различные примеры вычисления гармонических суперграфиков. 
Вычисления выглрцят не намного сложнее, чем в N-1 случае. Интегрирование 
по гармоническим переменным не ведет к каким-либо трудностям. Нелокальности 
по этим переменным исчезают на массовой оболочке. Важно, что квантовые по
правки всегда записываются как интегралы по полному гармоническому супер
пространству, несмотря на то, что исходное действие было интегралом по 
аналитическому подпространству. В качестве побочного результата мы получаем 
очень простое доказательство конечности широкого класса N= k, й =2 нели
нейных а моделей. Мы рассматриваем самые общие взаимодействия гипермульти-
ппетов, включая те, которые нарушают SO(2). Установлены соотношения дуальнос
ти между N =2 линейным мультиплетом и обоими типами гипермультиплетов. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 
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Galperin A. et al. Е2~85-128 
Harmonic Supergraphs. Feynman Rules and Examples 

This paper completes a description of the quantization procedure in the 
harmonic superspace approach. The Feynman rules for N = 2 matter and Yang-
Mills theories are derived and the various examples of harmonic supergraph 
calculations are given. Calculations appear to be not more difficult than 
those in the N = 1 case. The integration over harmonic variables does not 
lead to any troubles, a non-locality in these disappears on-shell. The im
portant property is that the quantum corrections are always written as in
tegrals over the full harmonic superspace even though the initial action 
is an integral over the analytic subspace. As a by-product our results imply 
a very simple proof of finiteness of a wide class of the N=4, d= 2 non
linear a -models. We consider the most general self-couplings of hypermulti-
plets including those with broken SU(3). The duality relations among the N = 2 
linear multiplet and both kinds of hypermultiplet are established. 

"he investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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